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encouraging student independence
in solving problems
in research report writing
margaret van naerssenmaerssen university of pennsylvania

this article describes a technique used to
encourage students to reflect on their
writing experience and to help themselves
perhaps others may wish to try a similar
technique andor include the student
generated portion of this paper as an
introduction in a research report writing
course as a supplement to formal materials
used to teach report writing skills

rationale and procedure

ESL students in a research report writing
course 7 weeks had just turned in their
rough drafts of their term papers their
problems in writing were still fresh in
their minds it was decided to have the
students share their problems and
solutions so they could get some
perspective on their problems theyre not
the only ones who had that problem and
to develop some solutions for the future

it was felt that by such an approach
students are encouraged to become more
independent in solving their own problems
and to realize that they can offer valuable
assistance to each other this might be a
more effective approach than having the
instructor lecture on what they should
have done it was also felt that the
students needed a change of pace after
pushing themselves through their papers

students each wrote down 3 problems
that they had had while writing their
research report they worked with a

partner to come up with solutions then
the papers were circulated to the next pair
they added other solutions indicated if
they had had that problem too and added
other comments if they felt like it papers
were passed on for three rounds of
comments the papers were then returned
to the original writers the pairs then
selected one of their six problems to
illustrate with a cartoon 21

the problems solutions comments and
cartoons were then compiled by the
instructor the instructor grouped
common problems and did some minor
editing for grammar and mechanics but
did not change their ideas some
repetitions in problems solutions and
comments have been deleted in this
version of the students work to save
space

problems solutions and
comments

problem 1 organizing the paper when
I1 would like to write a research paper the
most difficult thing is how to organize
what I1 want to explain transition
problem the theory does not flow
smoothly

so do I1 I1 do too the same as me
see cartoon 11.

solution 1 you dont have to do it
strictly according to your first outline
you can change it
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cartoon I11

solution 2 if you concentrate on your
topic it will be easy to organize your
paper

solution 3 use brainstorming to
organize your ideas

solution 4 try to start working on a
paper as early as possible

solution 5 start working on it instead
of spending 5 hours talking on the
telephone

solution 6 try to read research
matters2

solution 7 read again your text
research matters

comment no what is this person
saying it will still be difficult even
though we read that one book

solution 8 1I think when you get stuck
you just have to find something else to

do forget about the paper for awhile and
just relax then start again

problem 2 organization of the ideas
in an english way difficulty in thinking
and writing down the ideas in english
im not a native speaker in english so its
very difficult for me to think something
in english and write it down in english at
the same time so do I1 yeah true

solution you had better try to think
like an american and forget about your
nationality and your language dont
make your paper a translation try to
make it like you are an american and are
writing your research paper in your own
language english

see cartoon 2
brain cap

problem 3 my first outline wasnt
great I1 had to change it completely same
problem

note the american

matters 2
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itsieslesirs a question of will by the
way I1 seem to have the same problem

solution 3 never postpone any work
do everything in its time

solution 4 1I think we had enough time
for the paper 6 weeks

problem 5 time & concentration
see cartoon 3

comment 1 1I think we had enough time
to finish the paper

comment 2 thank you for saying that
comment 1

comment 3 it is difficult you never
know what will happen

comment 4 1I have the same problem
dont worry

comment 5 same problem so I1 cant
give you any advice

solution 1 try not to let things bother
your spending time on a paper
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cartoon 2

solution 1 you should complete your
outline first otherwise you cant
complete your paper

solution 2 try to brainstorm again
and ask for help

comment and wish very strongly that
you had had a teacher in your early high
school who had been an outline addict
they arearcarmamm so picky

problem 4 managing my time

solution 1 next time it will be better
for you to begin earlier

solution 2 stop thinking youre a time
victim
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cartooncartoon3cartoons

solution

3

2 sit down and work on it
stop only when something is coming out
on the paper dont eat until then dont
talk to anybody if someone asks you to
go somewhere pretend flu flu with
visible germs high temperature green
and red pimples

problem 6 word choice vocabulary
to usecertainlyuse difficultcertainly language
problems economic and political terms
there are too many english words too
much vocabulary whose meaning I1 dont
know so when im writing or reading
some sentences I1 have to look for the
words in a dictionary it takes so much
time

comment 1 1I think this is the hardest
one unfortunately it takes time to
improve your vocabulary

solution 1 increase your vocabulary

comment 2 sometimes there is no
precise synonym

solution 2 use a dictionary or a book
called rogets thesaurus where you can
find synonyms words

solution 3 make a summary of each
part of the book that you are using for
your research

solution 4 1I think it is very hard for usaus&

to find proper words you can ask a
native speaker

solution 5 choose a subject youre
familiar with

solution 6 search the books about your
subject and write down some special
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words that you can use in your paper
vocabulary storm

notes

1 bernard mohan university of british
columbia uses studentgeneratedstudent cartoonsgenerated
to have teacher trainees focus on the
essence of materials projects they do
these become book covers personal
communication

2 hamp lyons liz and karen berry
courtercourier 1984 research matters
rowley massachusetts newbury house

3 cartoon 1 is by jun matsuoka
cartoon 2 is by chiseko nakai cartoon

3 is by tina de vos used by
permission ideas are by students in the
1989 spring II11 session of writing 700
english language program for foreign
students university of pennsylvania
musa alhassanal erginhassan arslan tina de
vos yuko gamohgaloh berrin daraoguzDara
saiko

oguz
matsumura jun matsuoka

chiseko nakai denise pinto jose rosas
hideya shionoya goichi tanaka takashi
matsuo and shingo terazawa




